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Three remarkable features of the nervous system—complex spatiotemporal patterns, oscillations, and per-
sistent activity—are fundamental to such diverse functions as stereotypical motor behavior, working memory,
and awareness. Here we report that cultured cortical networks spontaneously generate a hierarchical structure
of periodic activity with a strongly stereotyped population-wide spatiotemporal structure demonstrating all
three fundamental properties in a recurring pattern. During these “superbursts,” the firing sequence of the
culture periodically converges to a dynamic attractor orbit. Precursors of oscillations and persistent activity
have previously been reported as intrinsic properties of the neurons. However, complex spatiotemporal patterns
that are coordinated in a large population of neurons and persist over several hours—and thus are capable of
representing and preserving information—cannot be explained by known oscillatory properties of isolated
neurons. Instead, the complexity of the observed spatiotemporal patterns implies large-scale self-organization
of neurons interacting in a precise temporal order even in vitro, in cultures usually considered to have random
connectivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In models of neural networks, attractor dynamics display-
ing complex reverberations emerge naturally if there are suf-
ficient feedback connections �1–3�. Donald Hebb proposed
that such reverberations may be used to encode and maintain
information in the nervous system �4�. Recurring short spa-
tiotemporal patterns of action potentials recovered from si-
multaneous recordings of multiple neurons in vivo, variously
called “sequences” �5,6�, or “synfire chains” �7�, may be sub-
samples of such dynamics. Recurring spatiotemporally com-
plex activity patterns has been observed in sensory systems
�8�, where they have been described in terms of attractor
dynamics �9�, as well as in motor systems �10�. There is
increasing evidence that even in vitro, excised brain slices
can repeatedly express patterns of activity that are conserved
for minutes or hours �11–14�.

To test whether specific cortical microstructure is required
for the emergence of precise spatiotemporal activity, we
studied the activity of cortical neurons in dissociated culture.
Neurons in dissociated culture retain many basic physiologi-
cal properties, but do not develop the typical layered colum-
nar organization of cortical tissue in vivo. The electric activ-
ity of such cultures is dominated by culture-wide bursts of

high-frequency action potential firing, separated by periods
of low firing rates �15–19�. Bursting in culture is reminiscent
of bursting observed in vivo in the developing cortex �20�
and elsewhere in the developing nervous system �21�, as
well as of sleep spindles in the thalamic reticular nuclei �22�
and subthalamic nucleus during slow wave activity �23�.
Here we report how at certain stages of development
burst patterns have a precisely defined spatiotemporal struc-
ture that recurs with great fidelity over an interval of many
hours. This shows that dissociated cortical networks in cul-
ture are capable of generating complex stereotypical behav-
iors that were previously believed to require specific network
architecture.

II. METHODS

A. Cell culture

Dense cultures of rat cortex were prepared on multi-
electrode arrays �MEAs� as described before �19,24�. Briefly,
cortices from E18 rat embryos were dissected and dissoci-
ated using papain and trituration. Cells—neurons and
glia—were plated at a density of 2500/mm2, on MEAs
coated with poly-ethylene-imine �PEI� and laminin. Cultures
were maintained in a serum-containing DMEM-based
medium. We recorded daily from 30 cultures from day 3 to
day 35 in vitro. Five cultures were followed for 2 to 3 days
continuously.
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B. Data analysis

1. Spike detection and sorting

Electrical signals from 59 electrodes were sampled at
25 kHz. Putative spikes were detected by thresholding the
electrode traces at 4.5� estimated RMS noise. Double detec-
tion of multiphasic spikes was prevented by discarding can-
didate spikes in a ±0.5 ms window around spikes of larger
amplitude.

Most subsequent analysis was performed using multi-unit
activity, obtained from 59 electrodes in a square grid with
200 �m spacing. In two cultures, we analyzed single-unit
activity, obtained by using an unsupervised spike sorting
method �25� with cross- and autocorrelation verification.
Only the largest four spike clusters per electrode �i.e., four
neurons with highest firing rates� were included in the data
analysis. To ensure stability of clusters over time, the sorting
was done in data segments of 400 with 40 s overlaps.
The redundant clustering on the overlaps allowed us to
match spike clusters consistently across segments. Spike
clusters were tested for refractoriness. In both cultures the
sorting resulted in 236 putative neurons �59 electrodes � 4
clusters�.

Cross-correlation analysis revealed that inter-electrode
spacing was such that cells did not evoke potentials on

more than one electrode. This also implied that using multi-
unit data does not compromise the spatial resolution of the
analysis.

2. Burst identification

Bursts were detected by means of the SIMMUX algo-
rithm �26�. Briefly, each electrode trace was searched for
burstlets: sequences of at least four spikes with all inter-
spike intervals less than a threshold �set to 1/4 of that elec-
trode’s inverse average spike detection rate, or to 100 ms,
whichever was less�. Any group of burstlets across several
electrodes that overlapped in time was considered a burst.

3. Similarity indices

A superburst similarity index Ssuper was computed based
on the �multi-unit� firing rate summed over all electrodes.
For each superburst n, we computed this firing rate, fn�t�, in
50 ms Gaussian sliding windows �sampled at 500 Hz�. fn�t�
was set to zero for t�0 or t� �the duration of superburst n�.
The similarity index Ssuper�n ,m� between two
superbursts n and m was then defined as the correlation co-
efficient between the functions fn and fm, optimally
time-shifted:

Ssuper�n,m� = max
� � � �fn�t� − fn��fm�t + �� − fm�dt

�� �fn�t� − fn�2dt�� �fm�t� − fm�2dt� ,

where fn is the average of fn�t� over the duration of the
superburst.

A subburst similarity index Ssub was based on the times at
which individual electrodes started to record bursts. The on-
set time ton

c �n ,k� of electrode c in the kth subburst of the nth
superburst was defined as the moment when the baseline-
substracted firing rate first increased to 25% of its peak dur-
ing that subburst. �This use of relative thresholds ensured

that differences in firing rates between electrodes did not
cause a systematic bias in onset time estimation. We tested
the independence of onset time estimates and firing rates by
calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient, and found it
was negligible �r=−0.05, p=0.13; N=845�.� The similarity
index Ssub�n1 ,k1 ;n2 ,k2� between two subbursts �n1 ,k1� and
�n2 ,k2� was then defined as the correlation coefficient be-
tween onset times across electrodes:

Ssub�n1,k1;n2,k2� =

	
c

�ton
c �n1,k1� − ton�n1,k1���ton

c �n2,k2� − ton�n2,k2��

�	
c

�ton
c �n1,k1� − ton�n1,k1��2�	

c

�ton
c �n2,k2� − ton�n2,k2��2

,
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where ton�ni ,ki� is the mean onset time of the kith subburst of
the nith superburst across electrodes. Only electrodes with
peak firing rates of at least 75 spikes per second were used in
this calculation �typically: 40 electrodes�.

4. Return plots

We performed return plot analysis on the onset latencies
of individual electrodes in successive bursts, defined as �n,k

c


 ton
c �n ,k�− ton�n ,k�. After spike sorting, we repeated this

analysis at the level of single neurons. Return plots elucidate
higher order temporal relationship between successive
events, by recursively plotting the latency of the nth event
against the latency of the n+1st. The appearance of clusters
in return plots indicates a conserved temporal pattern in suc-
cessive events, and the spread of clusters reflects the preci-
sion of conservation. When comparing return plot correlation
coefficients at electrode level with those at single cell level,

FIG. 1. Development of bursting. �a� The fraction of spikes that
occur in large bursts �rather than during tonic dispersed firing�
grows with culture age �measured in days in vitro �div��. Here,
“large” means at least 5 participating sites with a total of at least 50
spikes. �b� Fraction of cultures that fire superbursts exclusively
�black� or superbursts mixed with other bursts �dark gray�. Light
gray indicates fraction of cultures that exhibits any kind of bursts.
Numbers on top indicate number of cultures studied at each age. �c�
Phase contrast micrograph of a superbursting culture at 9 div. Scale
bar: 200 �m.

FIG. 2. �a� An example of a 10 min data segment illustrates the
typical two-level temporal organization of population activity in
superbursts. Firing rates �FR� are culture-wide aggregates. Simulta-
neous raster plots from 59 electrodes reveal that nearly all elec-
trodes record from neurons participating in this structure. Note that
the beginning of each burst occurs at slightly different times at
different electrodes, defining a characteristic onset-time profile.
This is further explored in Figs. 3�d� and 3�e�. �b� The distribution
of intervals between 195 superbursts recorded over a 35 h period
�inter-superburst intervals; ISBI�. �c� The distributions of the inter-
vals between subbursts within superbursts �inter-burst intervals;
IBI�. Histograms show all subburst intervals at a fixed ordinal po-
sition �indicated on top-left� in their superbursts. �d� Number of
active neurons �top� and average firing rate per active neuron �bot-
tom�, per subburst. Spike sorting was performed using super-
paramagnetic clustering �25�.
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we balanced the sample size by randomly sub-sampling the
population spikes. Thus we obtained an unbiased estimate of
reproduction fidelity.

III. RESULTS

Bursting in dissociated cultures commenced after 5–8
days in vitro �Fig. 1�, and persisted throughout a culture’s
lifetime �over one year �24��. During most of a culture’s
life, burst patterns were relatively unstructured. Burst
frequencies ranged from 1 to 30 per minute, and appeared
to be generated by a Poisson-like process modulated by a
refractory period of 1–5 s. However, a majority of cultures
�18 out of 30 cultures followed� passed through a develop-
mental period lasting 3–5 days during the second week
in vitro, during which burst patterns acquired a large degree
of structure. During such epochs, bursts occurred in
sequences of 5–12, with inter-burst intervals of 2–4 s
�Fig. 2�a� and Movie 1 �45��. These sequences, which we
call “superbursts,” were separated by 1–10 min with a
steady low firing rate ��0.2 spikes/electrode/second�. In
contrast, the firing rate of the cells increased almost 100-fold
when transitioning from nonbursting to bursting mode,
implying that population-wide interactions of neurons
were only enabled during the bursting phases. The intervals
between superbursts were consistent with a Poisson process
modulated by refractoriness �Fig. 2�b��. In contrast, the
intervals between the constituent bursts �“subbursts”� within
superbursts were highly stereotyped �Fig. 2�c��. The number
of bursts per superburst was likewise strongly conserved
over long periods of time, though it varied considerably
from culture to culture. As for the constituent bursts
themselves, the first burst in a superburst typically contained
the largest number of spikes, followed by a gradual
decline, due to a reduction in the number of participating
neurons. Remarkably, single-neuron firing rates remained
nearly constant during most of the superburst �Fig. 2�d��.
In Fig. 2 as well as in the following, we concentrate on
results obtained from the longest recorded superburst epoch
�63 h�. Results from all extended recordings are summarized
in Table I.

The overall structure of superbursts in any given culture
persisted for hours, and any changes were usually discon-
tinuous. To quantify this observation, we measured the
array-wide aggregate of the firing rate in 50 ms sliding
windows. This yielded a firing rate profile for each super-
burst �Fig. 3�a��. We defined a “superburst similarity index,”

Ssuper, between a pair of superbursts as the correlation coef-
ficient between their firing rate profiles �aligned to maximize
Ssuper, but not time-warped; see Methods�. The similarity
index between consecutive superbursts was very high
��90% on average�, and remained high ��80% � between
pairs of superbursts separated by dozens of other superbursts
�Fig. 3�c��. The matrix form of Ssuper of our longest recording
is characterized by a block-diagonal structure, indicating
that changes in the temporal structure of population firing
during superbursts occurred in discrete steps of varying size
�Fig. 3�b��.

Like the global activity profile, the spatiotemporal dynam-
ics of the activity spreading across the culture were also pre-
served within and across superbursts. We quantified this by
the relative times at which individual electrodes started to
record each subburst, and combining those into a �59-
dimensional� vector, which constitutes an “onset-time pro-
file” for the subburst. We defined a “subburst similarity in-
dex,” Ssub, as the correlation coefficient between pairs of
such vectors �see Methods�. This revealed considerable simi-
larity between subbursts within a superburst, particularly be-
tween the second and fifth subbursts �Fig. 3�d��. Moreover,
homologous �like-numbered� subbursts had very similar on-
set profiles between consecutive superbursts �Fig. 3�e��. Be-
tween the second and fifth subbursts, this “inter-superburst”
Ssub exceeded the “intra-superburst” Ssub. Comparing pairs of
superbursts with more time between them, the Ssub index
between the first subbursts was much reduced, indicating a
gradual change of the state of the network. In striking con-
trast, the Ssub index between the second and fifth subbursts
remained high, indicating that, despite this gradual change,
the superburst attractor is conserved, and that the attractor
trajectory can be reached from many different initial condi-
tions.

For another view of the dynamics of burst onset, we
constructed return plots of the onset latencies of individual
electrodes both between consecutive subbursts within a
superburst, and between homologous subbursts of successive
superbursts. After spike sorting, analogous plots were
constructed at the single-cell level, to help determine
whether the activity of specific neurons was crucial to the
structure of superbursts. If individual neurons play conserved
roles in different bursts, their relative burst onset latencies
should be conserved from burst to burst, causing the laten-
cies to line up along the diagonal of the return plot.
Moreover, the latencies of an individual cell should cluster in
a confined region along the diagonal. Both effects are indeed
evident in Fig. 4. The relative latencies of different elec-

TABLE I. Compendium of parameters for all five extended recordings.

CultureNo.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5

Age �div� 10 19 9 8 12

Duration of superbursting �h� 63 11a 41 49 3a

Number of superbursts 292 49 94 154 24

Average number of subbursts 7 12 3 7 5

Superburst similarity index Ssuper �see text� 0.89 0.81 0.73 0.76 0.81

aThese cultures were still superbursting when the recording was terminated.
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trodes were consistent across successive component bursts
�r=0.55; p�0.01; Fig. 4�a��. Individual neurons engage in
the successive bursts with similarly precise latency relative
to other neurons �r=0.58; p�0.01; Fig. 4�b��. A neuron
that started bursting earlier than the population would always
be earlier than a neuron that started bursting later �Fig. 4�c��.
The gross conservation of latencies was complemented by a
systematic drift in the onset latencies for a given neuron
across successive component bursts �Fig. 4�d��. Relative
onset latencies of different neurons were also strongly
preserved between homologous components of consecutive
superbursts �r=0.57; p�0.01; Fig. 4�e��. The observation
that the latency profile is consistent across subbursts and
superbursts implies that the transition from tonic to burst-
firing propagates across the culture following a similar
path each time. Since the burst onset order at cellular level
was slightly more consistent than at electrode level �r=0.58
verus r=0.55�, we concluded that this path must be depen-
dent on the transmission between individual neurons. Given
that this difference was small, however, we mostly used
electrode-level dynamics for the subsequent analysis, since
that level allowed for higher precision �due to larger spike
counts�.

After burst onset, the subsequent firing rate dynamics
were also conserved. We visualized the temporal evolution
of superburst dynamics with a phase plot of the aggregate
firing rate �in 100 ms sliding windows� during superbursts
�Fig. 5�a��. The discrete bands formed by the orbits of
homologous subbursts are signatures of the distinctive
propagation dynamics that consistently recur with each
superburst. The systematic variation of subburst trajectories
suggests that the generation of superbursts is determined
by a higher order attractor that unfolds in different well-
defined propagation patterns for each subburst. The repro-
duction of the same dynamics in each subsequent superburst
cannot be explained by intrinsic oscillatory features of
individual neurons. Instead, the reproduction depends on
the state of the whole network, which imposes on each
neuron a precise input configuration that regenerates via
recurrent connections. The bands formed by the second
through fifth subbursts were much closer together than
the band of the first subbursts, re-affirming that the
initial stages of the superbursts were variable, while
subsequent bursts self-organized into a precise temporal
pattern—a dynamic attractor—that was stable for hours
or days.

All measures discussed so far focus on the temporal
structure of the observed recurring activity patterns, and
do not speak directly to their spatial structure. For a simple
metric of the spatial aspects of superburst dynamics, we
defined the horizontal differential firing rate of a culture
as the aggregate firing rate in the right half of the array
minus the aggregate firing rate in the left half of the array
�in 200 ms sliding windows�. A vertical differential
firing rate was analogously defined. The orbits of superbursts
in the state space of differential firing rates show that
the preservation of burst shape increases from the first to
fifth subbursts �Fig. 5�b��. The sixth subbursts, which
mark the end of the superburst structure for this culture,
have orbits of distinctly different shapes than the earlier
subbursts.

FIG. 3. Conservation of firing rates and activity propagation
between superbursts. �a� Aggregate firing rates of two pairs
�one pair black, one pair gray� of consecutive superbursts separated
by 30 h comprising 150 superbursts �not shown here�. While
consecutive superbursts are seen to be almost indistinguishable in
shape the difference after 30 h is apparent. �b� A matrix of the
global similarity index �Ssuper; see text� between superbursts re-
corded over a 63 h period. Two main blocks of strongly conserved
similarity can be distinguished. Black and gray arrows mark
examples shown in �a�. Gray bars mark portion of data used in
�c�–�e�. �c� Even with dozens of intervening superbursts, the Ssuper

index between superbursts separated by many hours remains
very high. �Mean ± SEM for 170 superbursts.� �d� Subburst
similarity index �Ssub; see text� between bursts within a superburst,
averaged over 170 superbursts. A conserved structure is observed
between subbursts 2 and 5. �e� Ssub index between homologous
subbursts across superbursts. Between consecutive superbursts
�black�, the second through fifth subbursts are more conserved
than the first subburst. Between superbursts 30–60 min apart �dark
gray�, 1 to 2 h apart �light gray� or 6–24 h apart �white�, this effect
is even more pronounced.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The locations and connectivity of neurons in culture, at
least at the outset, is random. This is a consequence of
the method of dissociation and seeding onto the substrate;
we made no efforts to create defined structure in the net-
works, e.g., by using patterned or micromachined substrates
as others have �27–30�. The assumption has been that
activity in such ‘random’ networks will likewise be without
coherent structure. Nevertheless, self-organization of activity
patterns into a two-level structure of subbursts and
superbursts was consistently observed �Table I�. While
superbursts appeared at irregular intervals, their internal
structure was highly regular and strongly conserved
for hours or days: Once a superburst had been initiated,
it generated a constant number of subbursts that each had
its own well-preserved geometry of propagation and

temporal dynamics. This preservation was found to be
precise at the single-neuron level. The spontaneous occur-
rence of superbursts shows that neurons and glia retain
an ability to self-organize into multicellular ensembles with
nontrivial functional structure, even when taken out of their
physiological context.

Bursting has been described in dissociated cortical culture
�e.g., �17,19,31–38��, but previously described bursts did
not exhibit the two-level structure of superbursts. In MEA
recordings from dissociated cultures of neonatal rat cortex,
Segev et al. �37� found bursts that clustered into several
distinct types based on their spatiotemporal substructures,
and that these substructures were reproduced with high
fidelity over several hours. We similarly find conservation
of the spatiotemporal substructure of bursts, but in addition
find conservation of sequence: Figure 5 shows that the
substructures of all subbursts at a given ordinal position in

FIG. 4. �Color� Return plots �explained in �f� and �g��, representing the temporal structure of burst propagation by recursively plotting
the latencies at which a cell or electrode starts to participate in one burst against its latency in the next �or next homologous� burst. �a�
Electrode-level return plot of burst onset latency from the fourth to the fifth subburst in successive superbursts. The diagonal represents exact
latency preservation. Electrodes are color-coded according to the inset. �b� The same return plot as in �a�, but instead of combining all
spikes from a given electrode, we isolated the most active single unit from each electrode. Color code as in �a�. Note how closely the
single-unit activity matches the multi-unit activity. �c� The burst onset latency return plot for two neurons, extracted from �b�. One neuron
�blue� was selected that tended to burst early, and one �red� that tended to burst late. Inset shows the locations of the two neurons.
�d� Single-neuron return plots of burst latency across different subbursts, for the blue neuron in �c�. Interval number is color-coded. �e�
Single–neuron level return between the fifth component-bursts across successive superbursts. �f� and �g� Explanation of return plots: �f� In
�a�–�d�, features of successive subbursts within a superbursts are compared; �g� In �e�, features of homologous subbursts of successive
superbursts are compared.
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their superbursts are similar to each other, and distinct
from those at different positions. Interestingly, in cortical
slices, a different kind of bursts has been observed, at a
shorter time scale, governed by a critical branching process
reminiscent of avalanches �12�. These bursts consisted
of precisely defined firing patterns lasting tens of millisec-
onds. A given slice could exhibit several different patterns,
each of which was conserved for multiple hours �13�.
Given the disparity of time scales, both kinds of bursts

could in principle co-exist in the activity patterns of a
neuronal ensemble, although we have no evidence of
preserved firing sequences on a millisecond scale in our
cultures.

In vivo, short conserved patterns of activity have been
described in several preparations, in terms of action poten-
tials �5,6�, or intracellular calcium increases �11,14�, and
fixed-point attractors have been observed in the form of up/
down state transitions �39�. Superbursts constitute much
longer and more detailed patterns, and are among the longest
conserved activity patterns observed in any neural system to
date. In in vivo experiments, such patterns may have re-
mained hidden because only a small fraction of the neurons
from a large ensemble were monitored, or because record-
ings were too short. By contrast, the use of dissociated cul-
tures permitted us to monitor and evenly sample an entire
intact network for weeks.

The coordination of cellular dynamics at the superburst
level indicates that information is maintained by a global
dynamic process which persists orders of magnitude longer
than the time constants of synaptic processing. This allows
the information to be protected from the interference of local
processing: Individual neurons can engage in multiple func-
tions without disrupting the recurring motif reverberating in
the larger-scale circuitry of the culture. Such globally orga-
nized and tightly orchestrated activity is of critical impor-
tance for any neuronal tissue that generates highly stereo-
typed sequential behaviors, from locomotion to language.
The same mechanism may also support a sensory persistence
and memory that does not require synaptic plasticity. In vitro
systems are ideal for studying in detail the conditions that
allow such activity patterns to emerge, and for testing math-
ematical models of neuronal pattern generation at a popula-
tion level with cellular precision. Moreover, the robustness
of the complex pattern generation behavior can open avenues
for computation and artificial intelligence applications such
as controlling hybrid neural-robotic systems �40–42�. We are
currently experimenting with triggering superbursts with
electrical stimulation �43�, and initial results look promising.
A critical issue for future study is whether an electrical
stimulation paradigm can be used to modify the attractors in
a controlled manner, as required for learning �44�.
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